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The magnetization processes in Fe nano-systems are investigated

using the numerical simulations based on classical magnetic dipole

moment interactions. The domain energies are calculated from

moment-moment interactions over whole systems using large scale

computing resources. The results directly show most of basic

magnetization phenomena. The Barkhausen effects are represented

with jumps and terraces of magnetization steps induced from external

field changes of ΔH.
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1. Introduction

In recent studies, it has been cleared that characters of nano-scale magnetic materials show

completely different from those in bulk systems, which are determined from the boundary

conditions and the body shapes. As for Fe, the nano-scale systems induce strong coercivities

Hc and high remanent magnetizations Br as the hard magnetic materials, where the bulk

systems only induce the soft magnetic characteristics. The bulk systems constructed from

these nanostructured local compositions show the various particular characteristics. These

scientific problems have been investigated as the Bulk Nano-Structured Materials in recent

years. For clearing such phenomena, in this paper, the magnetization curves in Fe nano-scale

systems are investigated based on long range classical magnetic dipole moment interactions

as a theoretical study. Realistic magnetizations are cleared by the use of the large scale

computing resources, where exact results have not been produced till in these days.1-5)

Nevertheless, the correct theory already existed, the first stage studies of these in a century

ago could not correctly discuss the magnetizations because of very few computing resources.

A simple cubic structure system of Fe has no magnetic phenomenon in one domain. It

needs some type anti-magnetized walls to make ferromagnetic states. These results are

obtained through large scale computing in large systems. Generally, magnetic characters in

industrial devices are distinguished to soft or hard magnetization, which phenomena are

induced from the magnetic domain structures in large scale systems. In a recent study by

Koyama et al, 3) the hysteresis curves of FePt are calculated using a Phase-Field method

including the long range dipole moment interactions, where full interactions in a whole

system are considered, and time delay of magnetizations is taken into account. Precise B-H

curves could be theoretically calculated only using such long range interactions including the

time delay magnetizations. But, it might be impossible to seek out the reference explaining

clearly such two key words now.

The magnetizations and the Barkhausen (B) noises are explained using the domain energy

systems equated in §2.1, and the basic energy factors between two moments are formulated in

§2.2. The nano-scale simulations using the classical magnetic dipole moment interactions are

performed in §3 for representing the character differences in nao-systems caused by only

differences of the body shapes. The structures of nano-Fe systems are explained in §3.1. Four

numerical simulations are executed about a thin film structure in §3.2, a cubic structure in

§3.3, a short belt structure in §3.4 and a long belt structure in §3.5 respectively. The B effects

are realized as transitions of domain structures along with changes of flow out fluxes, which

are directly shown through the field changes ΔHB of the B noises in §3.2 and the domain

break down aberrances in §3.5. The calculated ΔHB nicely fit with the experimental data. 9)

These numerical simulations in §3 clearly show the general magnetization characteristics

such as the magnetization curves, the B effects and the ΔHB distributions, which also coincide

with the experimental data in good agreements.9)-13)

2. Magnetic Dipole Moment Interaction and Domain Energy
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2.1 Classical formulations

The B effects are investigated variously in various materials.14)-19) The domain structures

are also investigated in various materials using various methods.20)-24) For these many results,

most of them are directly explained with the simulations using the domain energy calculations,

which are based on the atomic dipole moment interactions in the classical theory. In this paper,

the atomic dipole moments in Fe systems are set to be nbμB composed of the Bohr magnetons

μB with the effective spin number nb in an atom determined with the experimental data.

In classical theories, B-H characteristics are calculated with long range interactions

between these magnetic dipole moments μi and μj localized at sites i and j respectively. The

Bohr magneton: μB=eh/4πm=9.274×10-24 [Am2] becomes the element of these magnetic

dipole moments, where constants are e=1.602×1016 [C], h=6.626×10-34 [J.s] and m

=9.109×10-31 [kg]. The atomic magnetic moment is replaced by a dipole moment of a

magnetic rod with small distance vector δ [m] and flux Δφ or Δψ as

  δμμ BB 0
0 ,  iBbi n δμμ 0 [J.m/A], (1)

where μ0=4π×10-7 [H/m] is the vacuum magnetic permeability. In the body center cubic lattice

(Fe), the regular dipole moment directions are drawn as like A B C in Fig. 1. In these types,

the type A has the largest energy factors.25) In high temperature circumstances, these dipole

moment directions distribute variously in thermal fluctuations. Such conditions explain that

the domain structures do not depend on grain boundaries composed of various adjacent crystal

directions. Under the restriction to be the type A, the structures of the dipole moment

interactions in Fe are basically taken into two types of parallel and cross directions as shown

in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2

Setting the distance vector dij=eijdij between the dipole moments at i and j, the moment

interaction energies are equated using the Taylor expansion of 2/1)(  d as
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Crystal Fe takes the BCC structure with the lattice constant a=2.86×10-10 [m] up to 911 ℃

and have 2 atoms in a lattice. This Fe metal has the dipole moments of 2nbμB
0 per a lattice.

Now, the distance dij is represented using coefficients cij and the constant a as

ijij acd  . (3)

As for the parallel moment μi and μj, the interaction energy Wij becomes
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where θij are the angle between the distance vector dji and the moment vector μi. The position

factors fij are expanded to 4 terms in the i j lattice point representation with 2 atoms in a cubic

lattice. The total energy Wd [J] of the whole magnetic dipole moment interactions in a system

become
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where the count i<j means half of the count i, j. The atomic dipole moments μi in a cluster

make the magnetization field M [T] for the moment μj as like
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Thus, in the external field H [A/m] by currents I [A], a system energy W is equated as
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where the magnetization field M is composed of the exact magnetic dipole moment arrays. It

is the key point that the factor f depends on the shape of the system. The magnetization Mz for

the field Hz is derived from the z component of the total dipole moment summation as


j

zjzM )( μ . (11)

In the simulation processes, the external field H is divided into N points in linear sweeps as

Nn
N

n
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2
3(0  . (12)

In these field alternations, the drastic domain structure changes are observed as the

Barkhausen transitions constructing the terraces and the jumps in the magnetization curves.

2.2 Energy factors between two dipole moments

Eqs. (1)-(7) represent the interaction energy system of the dipole moments caused by the

Bohr magneton. It is not proved that the dipole moment in Fe atoms has the same states of the

Bohr magnetons of electron spins, but the calculated results with this condition show the good

agreement with the experimental data. The quantum theory such as the Heisenberg model and

Ising models cannot treat the long range interaction energies in (2) because of a large number

of spins: 2N. Thus the exact calculations of the domain energies using the long range

interactions are only discussed by classical ways, and there are not so many theoretical works

in this subject.1-5) Fortunately in Fe, the spin states affect as the magnetic dipole moments
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living in the quantum eigenstates of electrons. The magnetization energies are equated using

such dipole moment interactions instead of the quantum spin interactions. In some magnetism,

local spins interact through electrons in a conduction band, which do not behave as the dipole

moments. In such case, the magnetizations are investigated with various approaches such as

band theories.26)

Here, the stable energy states are estimated using equations (1)-(10) in a body center cubic

lattice of Fe. Setting the unit vector ei of the magnetic moment μi at the lattice point i ;

kji zyxi eee e , (13)

the body center position vector is determined in each lattice point as

)/2( kji  ab .

Putting a j-th lattice point on the origin O, the energy factors of belt shape domains for the j-th

moments at this origin are estimated in three dipole moment directions eA, eB, and eC of A, B

and C type directions in Fig. 1:

A: kie , B: 2/)( kjie , C: 3/)( kji ie . (14)

In the parallel state, these directions counted by i and j are set to the same as

ei=ej, (15.a)

and in cross moment states as

A: ije , B: ije , C: 2/)( jije (15.b)

in a domain. According to Fig. 2 and eq. (2) and setting b=1/2, the position vectors are

defined for two sites Ai and ai at lattice point i, and two sites Bj and bj at lattice point j

respectively ;

)(),,( kji mlkamlk baBA  rr ,
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The angle relations between the above 2 dipole moments become

 rmlk i /)(),,(cos er  , (19.a)
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These 4 position factors between lattice points i and j in parallel direction are estimated as
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where the minus sign of the second and third terms indicates Anti-Ferro state. For the cross

direction dipole moments, the 4 position factors are estimated as
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Using these formulas, full energy calculations between dipole moments are performed in

treated systems. The calculated results using (13)-(15) show that the most stable dipole

moment direction is the type A.

3. Simulations in nano-scale systems

3.1 System representation

We can simulate the Fe magnetization in nano-scale systems using the eqs. (9)-(21).

Characters of nano-scale magnetizations are observed directly in nano-scale systems as

shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

The system size is set in the number of lattice points as Nx, Ny and Nz. Setting the values

11 e , 2/12 e and 3/13 e , the 26 dipole moment directions are represented using the

marks as ‘>’: (e1,0,0), ‘+’: (0,e1,0), ‘1’: (0,0,e1), ‘-’: (-e1,0,0), ‘•’: (0,-e1,0), ‘W’: (0,0,-e1), ‘g’:

(e2,e2,0), ‘h’: (0,e2,e2), ‘^’: (e2,0,e2), ‘j’: (-e2,e2,0), ‘k’: (0,-e2,e2), ‘`’: (-e2,0,e2), ‘m’: (e2,-e2,0),

‘n’: (0,e2,-e2), ‘]’: (e2,0,-e2), ‘p’: (-e2,-e2,0), ‘q’: (0,-e2,-e2), ‘(’: (-e2,0,-e2), ‘s’: (e3,e3,e3), ‘t’:

(-e3,e3,e3), ‘u’: (e3,-e3,e3), ‘v’: (e3,e3,-e3), ‘w’: (-e3,-e3,e3), ‘x’: (-e3,e3,-e3), ‘y’: (e3,-e3,-e3), ‘z’:

(-e3,-e3,-e3). The main marks are shown in Fig. 3 (C). These arrays in the sheets show the

domain patterns. The first domain sate is made of a down direction uniform array. Cooling are

executed by X-Z plane traces of sites j from the front surface to the back surface with taking

the energy minimum state of Wj in (10) under full summations of the other sites i. The cooling

trace for a j moment is executed by c time iterations under the condition as
4

,,1, 10/)( 
  cjcjcj WWW or c < 40. (21)

The steady states should represent low temperature states to be T < 10 [K]. Such calculations

require the large scale computing resources in recent years. Using this simple orthorhombic

lattice, many characteristics of the magnetizations are represented by changing the sizes,

where near neighbor interactions become meaningless.

After next section, the experimental data are related to the simulations using the unit

transformation as the field intensity μ0H =10-4 T corresponding to H= 1 Oe = 79.577 A/m. The

scale of the magnetization M is normalized to be the atomic magnetic moment value nb. The

minimum energy states in (10) are determined after the annealing processes in (21).

3.2 Nano-thin film system and the Barkhausen effects

Here, a Fe nano-film of NxNyNz=30×4×30 lattice points is simulated for clearing the

Barkhausen effects and the results nicely coincide with the experimental data. The

magnetization curve using the liner field change traces in (12) with H0=2×105 A/m and N=150

steps (ΔHk=3×103 A/m) are represented in Fig. 4. The detail trace with N=500 steps of

ΔHk=40 A/m width is shown in Fig. 5 to clear the B effects composed of the jumps and the

terraces.

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

The hysteresis structures of the magnetization curves are variously obtained in many

references under various conditions. In these, the coercivities roughly become

Hc=3.5~4.5×104 A/m =440~570 Oe being μ0Hc=0.044~0.057 T in general nano-scale Fe

magnetizations.10)27)28) In this square film, the coercivity Hc=3.83×104 A/m =480 Oe (0.048 T)

and the remanent magnetization Br/atom=1.27 normalized to nb adapted the observed value

nb=2.22 in bulk systems. Using the several layer systems of Fe nanoparticles on

Al2O3/NiAl(100) 11), the <nb> values are determined by the interactions between 3d and 4s

orbitals composing chemical and metallic bond states including thermal fluctuations at

temperature T. The value of <nb>=2.22 should be generally adapted to large scale systems as

discussed in ref. 11).

The precise magnetization curve in Fig. 5 shows the terraces and jumps in the B effects,

where the major width becomes μ0ΔHa=0.8×10-3 T. As for the experimental data in ref. 29),

the coercivities becomes Hc =30 Oe at 10 K in something large Fe-film systems of 20~500 μm

spot and 90 nm thick. In these data, the distribution ρ(ΔH) (peak is normalized to 1) for the

terrace width ΔH are observed as ρ=1.0, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.2 for ΔH=0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Oe

respectively. This width ΔHp at the density peak has the relation as ΔHp/Hc =0.5/30=1/60. To

say, this result is same order of our result in Fig. 5 as ΔHa/Hc =0.8×10-3/0.048=1/60.

The domain structures in X-Z plane at a, b and c in Fig. 4 are drawn schematically in Fig. 6

and directly shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The figures (1) ~ (4) correspond to 4

sheets in the Y coordinate. The flux loop {right-down-left-up} constructions are clearly drawn

with the continued marks such as { >> WW—11 }.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

The schematic drawings in Fig. 6 show the flux vectors in the domains. The domains of cross

square structures generally appear in the field alternations of H. This nature depends on the

large minus structure factors of cross direction moments in (20.b). The down vectors out of

the loops in (a) indicate the remanent magnetization flux of Br. The fluxes constructing the

two looped domains in (b) have no flow out flux. The up vector fluxes on the both side in (c)

flow out from the system, where the double looped domains are observed similarly to (a) and

(b). The domain structures take more sharp structures in lager systems.9) It is clearly observed

in these figures that the B noises are caused by the break downs of the locally looped dipole

moment constructions.

3.3 Nano-cube system

The magnetization in (11) under the alternate field with μ0H0=3×105 [T] in (12) are

calculated in a nano-cube system of NxNyNz=13×13×13 lattice points, where Hc=3.6×104 A/m

(0.0452 T) and Br/atom=0.34 (nb=2.22) are obtained. The character of slow-saturated
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hysteresis curves appears at low temperatures as shown in Fig. 8. This reason is considered as

that the interaction energies of dipole moments in cubic systems become 0 in a uniform

direction and the energy minimum condition requires anti-direction moment arrays in

nano-scale subsystems. This condition produces the slow-saturate magnetization for the

external fields under local strong anti-Ferro domain structures. The domain structures at a, b

and c points in Fig. 8 are represented in Fig. 9 about the 5 sheets in Fig. 3 (b).

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

The slow-saturate curves are observed experimentally in nanowire magnetizations

encapsulated in aligned carbon nanotubes being non-saturate at room temperature10) and in Fe

layer systems individually composed of Fe nanoparticles saturated in 3kOe at 10 K 27)28).

3.3 Nano-belt system

The magnetization curves in a nano-belt system of NxNyNz=16×4×32 lattice points are

calculated as in Fig. 10 with Hc=3.6×104 A/m and Br/atom=1.88. These domain structures at

a, b and c points are represented in Fig. 11 about every X-Z sheet.

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Nanoparticle clusters joined with common fluxes show the strong Hc and the high Br at zero

temperature, 27)28) which magnetization curves should correspond to the data in Fig. 10. The

magnetization characters change in nanoparticle assemble systems as reported using Fe:

Al2O3 nano-composite films.12) In these large systems as > 250×250 nm2, the Hc has the

tendency to be small according with the short joined distances and the massive particle

densities as like 1/10 values comparing with the nano-particle cluster systems27).

3.4 Long nano-belt system and domain break down avalanches

The strong coercivity Hc and high and high remanent magnetization Br appears in the long

nano-belt, -rod and -wire systems. For clearly representing the domain break downs, the long

nano-belt system of NxNyNz=16×4×64 lattice points is represented in this section, where

Hc=4.14×104 A/m (520 Oe) and Br/atom=2.07 (nb=2.22) are obtained. The hysteresis curve is

close to the square type structure. The dipole moments are going to uniformly array with

longitudinal directions in the long body domains as like the marks of {WWW} and {111} in

Fig. 13. The magnetizations extend step by step according with the increased field energy of

ΔHk in (10) as the Barkhausen effect, where the field densities are retarded from the

self-consistent condition waiting for the increased field. The domain break down avalanches

are strongly induced near the Hc in long body systems as shown in Fig. 13 (a), (b) and (c),
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where every step of the increased field is ΔHk=4×103 A/m.

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

The domains structures are not stable and distorted broken patterns are observed. These

drastic transitions in the magnetizations are observed in various experiments11)-22). The

observation of negative Barkhausen jumps is reported in ref. 9) with permalloy thin-film

microstructures as a violent case.

4. Summary

The magnetization mechanisms in Fe are directly represented by the computer simulations

based on the domain energy calculations using the atomic magnetic dipole moment

interactions under the classical theory. The results obtained by using large scale computing

resources show the various nono-scale magnetization characteristics and nicely explain many

experimental data. The nano-belt structure materials covered with non-magnetic materials

could be easily created by spattering techniques with masks in plasma CVD. We can hope the

appearance of the high ability magnets in these.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Ferro magnetic moments in a BCC lattice. The dipole moment directions are mainly

divided to 3 types of A, B and C. The domain energies have the largest value in the type A.

Fig.2

(a) Parallel moment interaction

(b) Cross moment interaction

Fig. 2 Two type interactions between magnetic moments.

A B C
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Fig.3

Fig. 3. Nano-scale system size and divided planes in Y axis and direction marks. (a) Nx, Ny

and Nz are the lattice point numbers of X, Y and Z axis in a orthorhombic system. (b) Domain

structures in a system are represented in cut sheets. (c) Direction marks in X-Z, X-Y and Y-Z

planes.

(c) Directions and marks in X-Z, X-Y and Y-Z planes.
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1

2

a

b

c

μ0H [T]A

M

Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Magnetization curve (nb=2.22) in a Fe nano-film composed of NxNyNz=30×4×30

lattice points with the field H=2×105 [A/m]. The area A is precisely traced in Fig. 5 for

showing the B jumps and the terraces. The domain structures at the points a, b and c are

drawn in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5

Fig. 5 The precise magnetization curve at the area A in Fig. 4. The representative widths of

terraces are ΔHa=Hc /60.
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Fig. 6

Fig. 6 Schematic domain structures at point a, b and c in Fig. 5 correspond to real simulated

results (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 7 respectively.

(a) (b) (c)
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Fig. 7

Fig. 7 The X-Z domain structures of 4 sheets in the Fe nano-film system of 30×4×30 lattice

points, which correspond to the point a, b and c in Fig. 4. The schematic figures are drawn in

Fig. 8

(a) Domain structures at a point a in Fig. 4.

(3) (4)

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(b) Domain structures at a point b in Fig. 4.

(3) (4)

(1) (2)

(c) Domain structures at a point c in Fig. 4.

(3) (4)
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Fig.8 Magnetization curve in a Fe nano-cube system of 13×13×13 lattice points with the

field Hm=3×105 [A/m]. The domain structures at the points a, b and c are drawn in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 The domain structures in the Fe nano-cube system of 13×13×13 lattice points, which

correspond to the point a, b and c in Fig. 8. The numbers (1)-(5) represent the cut sheet 1, 4,

7, 10 and 13 as in Fig. 3 (b).

(1) (2) (3)

(a) Domain structures at a point a in

(4) (5)

(b) Domain structures at a point b in

(4) (5)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

(c) Domain structures at a point a in

(4) (5)
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Magnetization curve in a Fe nano-belt system of 16×4×32 lattice points with the

field Hm=1×105 [A/m]. The domain structures at the points a, b and c are drawn in Fig. 11.

The typical patterns are observed.
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. The X-Z domain structures of 4 sheets in the Fe nano-belt 16×4×32 system. (a), (b),

(c) and (d) correspond to the a, b, c and d points in Fig. 10 respectively.

(a) Domain structures at a point a in Fig. 9.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(b) Domain structures at a point b in Fig. 9.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(c) Domain structures at a point c in Fig. 9.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(d) Domain structures at a point d in Fig. 9.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Magnetization curve in a Fe nano-belt system of 16×4×64 lattice points with the

field Hm=1.0×105 [A/m]. The domain structures at the points a, b and c are drawn in Fig. 13.

The point b is a large scale avalanche state which needs the cooling processes over 40 times in

ΔH=10-3 [A/m]. The hysteresis curve becomes the square type structure.
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Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 The X-Z domain structures of 4 sheets in the Fe nano-belt 16×4×64 system. (a), (b)

and (c) correspond to the a, b and c points of the avalanche states in Fig. 12 respectively.

(a) The domain structures at the point a in Fig. 11.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(b) The domain structures at the point a in Fig. 11.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(c) The domain structures at the point a in Fig. 11.
(1) (2) (3) (4)


